Decoherence-protected memory for a single-photon qubit
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The long-lived, efficient storage and retrieval of a
qubit encoded on a photon is an important ingredient for future quantum networks [1, 2]. Although
systems with intrinsically long coherence times have
been demonstrated [3–8], the combination with an efficient light-matter interface [9–14] remains an outstanding challenge. In fact, the coherence times of
memories for photonic qubits are currently limited to
a few milliseconds [15, 16]. Here we report on a qubit
memory based on a single atom coupled to a highfinesse optical resonator. By mapping and remapping the qubit between a basis used for light-matter
interfacing and a basis which is less susceptible to
decoherence, a coherence time exceeding 100 ms has
been measured with a time-independant storage-andretrieval efficiency of 22%. This demonstrates the
first photonic qubit memory with a coherence time
that exceeds the lower bound needed for teleporting
qubits in a global quantum internet.

Photons are convenient carriers for encoding both classical and quantum information. To transport a pulse of
light between the most distant locations on earth, it has
to travel about 20,000 km, which takes at least 66 ms. For
future quantum networks allowing for distributed quantum computations, the exchange of quantum states between network nodes is indispensable. In principle, it
can be achieved by using single photons, but unavoidable
losses in glass fibres in combination with the impossibility to amplify a quantum state renders the direct distribution of quantum states over long distances extremely
inefficient. A possible solution is the teleportation of
qubits between the end nodes of a quantum repeater link
[1, 17]. While teleportation can be done deterministically, another challenge occurs: as quantum teleportation requires classical communication between the end
nodes, the receiver has to preserve its quantum state for
at least the time it takes for the classical information to
arrive [18]. This establishes the above-mentioned 66 ms
as a minimum requirement for global quantum-state distribution.
A qubit memory for photons has to combine a lightmatter interface used to efficiently map the qubit between
the photon and a material system with the ability to preserve quantum coherence for the duration of storage. It
has been shown that neutral atoms are suitable systems
for both requirements [19, 20]. Among the different pos-
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FIG. 1. A photonic qubit (red wavy arrow pointing downwards) is mapped onto a superposition of two Zeeman substates |F =2, mF =±1i of the 87 Rb ground-state manifold by
means of a stimulated Raman adiabatic passage. Three experimental protocols are employed: all experiments start by
mapping the photonic qubit onto the atom and end by recreating the photon (upward pointing red wavy arrow). a, In an
elementary store-and-retrieve experiment (red area) the qubit
dephases within hundreds of microseconds. The dephasing is
dominantly caused by magnetic field fluctuations. This is
illustrated as the deformation of the Bloch sphere which represents the qubit. The labels |F, mF i denote the qubit basis
states. b, By temporarily mapping the qubit to a memory
basis which is less sensitive to those fluctuations, the rate of
dephasing can be drastically reduced (blue area). This allows
for a total storage time on the order of tens of milliseconds.
A basis change is indicated by the changing color code of the
Bloch spheres. c, By additionally applying a spin-echo pulse
(green area), residual dephasing mechanisms can be partly
reverted leading to a total storage time beyond 100 ms.

sible atomic systems, single atoms offer a considerable
advantage: due to the reduced number of degrees of freedom, a single atom does not suffer from collective decoherence effects. However, the internal states used for
light-matter interfacing and maintaining coherence are
usually different.
Here we present a solution by combining the advantages of two internal qubit configurations enabling
us to reach a new regime of photonic qubit storage.
We utilise a previously demonstrated light-matter interface [20] to efficiently map the polarisation state
of a single photon onto a pair of atomic eigenstates
{|F =2, mF =±1i} which we refer to as the interface basis
(Fig. 1a). As for many cold atoms experiments, the
coherence of the atomic superposition is mainly degraded by magnetic field fluctuations. Instead of reducing those [15, 21] by e.g. employing a µ-metal shielding, we resolve the principal problem by mapping the
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qubit between the interface basis and a memory basis
{|F =1, mF =−1i , |F =2, mF =+1i} to preserve coherence during storage (Fig. 1b). Since the differential
weak-field magnetic susceptibility of this memory basis
is 504.8 times smaller compared to the interface basis, a
significant increase in coherence time is observed and further extended by the use of a spin-echo technique (Fig.
1c).
Our light-matter interface is based on a single
87
Rb atom trapped in a high-finesse optical resonator
with (g, κ, γ) = 2π(4.9, 2.8, 3.0) MHz. Here, the lightmatter coupling rate on the relevant |F =1, mF =0i →
|F 0 =1, mF =1i transition is given by g, and the decay
rates of the cavity field and the atomic dipole are given
by κ and γ, respectively. We deterministically prepare a
single atom in a far red-detuned dipole trap (1064 nm) at
the centre of the cavity [22]. In addition, a blue-detuned
intracavity trap has been implemented to strongly confine the atom in the direction of the cavity axis to an
antinode of the cavity mode resonant with the incoming photons, thus maximising the atom-cavity coupling
g (Fig. 2a). The flying qubit is mapped onto and retrieved from the atom by means of a stimulated Raman
adiabatic passage (STIRAP) [20] (see Supplementary I):
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α|σ + i + βeiφ |σ − i ←→ α|mF =−1i + βeiφ |mF =+1i
with |α|2 + |β|2 = 1, and α, β, φ ∈ R ,
where σ ± denote the circular polarisations (Fig. 2b).
The incoming qubit consists of a weak coherent laser
pulse resonant with the cavity and containing one photon
on average. We define the efficiency of the memory as the
probability to retrieve a photon when initially there was
a single photon in the free space mode coupled to the cavity. The efficiency of our system is measured to be 22%
(see Supplementary III). Note that in contrast to our
system, quantum memories based on atomic ensembles
suffer from decaying efficiencies due to the decoherence
of the collective spin wave [23–25].
To characterise the deviation from an ideal qubit memory, we determine the fidelity F=hψin |ρ̂out |ψin i between
the input state |ψin i and the output state ρ̂out . To this
end, quantum state tomography is performed as a function of storage time on six input polarisations in three
mutually unbiased bases.
In an elementary store-and-retrieve experiment where
only the interface basis is used for storage (Fig. 3 yellow crosses) as performed in [20], the fidelity decays
within hundreds of microseconds. A magnetic guiding
field (44 mG) used to reduce decoherence due to magnetic field fluctuations perpendicular to the guiding field
[20] allows the extension of the coherence time by a factor
of two but induces a Larmor precession for linear polarisation inputs allowing only for discrete readout times.
To become less sensitive to magnetic field fluctuations the qubit is remapped from the interface basis
to the memory basis. To this end, the population in
|F =2, mF =−1i is transferred to |F =1, mF =−1i via a

FIG. 2.
Experimental setup and level schemes for the
single-atom quantum memory. a, The atom is confined
in a high-finesse optical cavity by a red-detuned standingwave dipole trap and a blue-detuned intracavity dipole trap.
The cavity has asymmetric mirror transmissions T resulting in intracavity photons predominately leaving the cavity
through the outcoupling mirror. Incoming photons also enter through this mirror. b, Level scheme for photon storage: the atom is initially pumped to |F =1, mF =0i. The
incoming photon, whose polarisation can be decomposed in
the σ − and σ + basis (red arrows) is resonant with the cavity. A control laser impinging perpendicular to the cavity
(green arrows) transfers the photonic qubit to a superposition of atomic states |F =2, mF =±1i via a stimulated Raman
adiabatic passage. c, By means of a Zeeman-state-selective
Raman transfer using two π-polarised beams (blue arrows)
the interface basis can be mapped to the memory basis
{|F =1, mF =−1i , |F =2, mF =1i}, which is less susceptible
to magnetic field fluctuations, and vice versa. By using
σ + /σ − polarised light (orange arrows), the population can
be swapped, allowing to perform a spin echo.

stimulated Raman transition (SRT) close to the D1 line
(Fig. 2c) (see Supplementary II). The transfer, which
lasts 40 µs, is done immediately after the writing process
and is reversed before the readout. The mapping and
remapping processes do not only require the transfer of
the population from one state to another, but also the
control of the qubit phase. First, the SRT will imprint
the phase difference of the Raman pair onto the qubit.
Second, once transferred to the memory basis, the qubit
rotates with ∆hf ≈ 6.8 GHz due to the hyperfine splitting of the 87 Rb ground levels. Hence, by tuning the
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FIG. 3.
Results for a memory experiment with mapping
and remapping to and from the memory basis, respectively.
Total memory efficiency (red circles) and average fidelity of
the retrieved quantum state for linear (green diamonds) and
circular (blue squares) input polarisations. The average linear fidelity is determined by storing and retrieving horizontal,
vertical, diagonal and anti-diagonal photons individually and
creating the average of those fidelities. For the average circular fidelity, the fidelities of left- and right-circular photons
are measured individually and combined to an average. For
comparison, the decay of the fidelity for linear polarised input
photons for a memory without mapping to the memory basis
is shown (yellow crosses). The error bars represent the 95%
confidence intervals of the statistical uncertainties.

frequency difference of the Raman pair to the same frequency as the rotation of the qubit, the remapping SRT
will compensate both: the rotation of the qubit during
the storage and the initial phase of the first SRT. Therefore, it is possible to readout the qubit at any time.
Figure 3 shows the measured fidelity which beats the
classical limit of F= 2/3 [20] for storage times longer than
10 ms, which is almost two orders of magnitude longer
compared to coherence times achieved without the mapping to the memory basis. As for the case of storing
in the interface basis, circularly-polarised photons are
mapped onto a single energy eigenstate and are not affected by fluctuations of the energy difference. From the
fidelities at shortest storage times, one can notice that
the fidelity is reduced by (5±2)%. This is due to offresonant scattering during the optical SRT pulses limiting the maximum fidelity achievable with this optical
transfer.
Theoretically, the magnetic-field sensitivity is reduced
by a factor of 504.8 when a qubit is stored in the
memory basis. This predicts an increase in coherence
time from 200 µs to 100 ms, which is much longer than
the observed 10 ms. We attribute the discrepancy to two
mechanisms: first, for the qubit in the memory basis,
the motional degrees of freedom become important, because the trap frequencies for an atom in |F =1i and
|F =2i are not identical. This results in a motionalstate-dependant energy difference and thus a dephasing
of the qubit over time. For our experimental param-
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FIG. 4. Results for a memory experiment with the application of a spin-echo technique. Total memory efficiency (red
circles) and average fidelity of the retrieved quantum state
for linear (green diamonds) and circular (blue squares) input
polarisations. The average fidelities are determined like in
Figure 3. The error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals of the statistical uncertainties.

eters, we evaluated a trap frequency difference of δω =
ωF =2 −ωF =1 = 2π(13.7, 264, 0.2) Hz for the (x, y, z) axis.
To avoid decoherence due to δωy we cool to the motional
ground state along this axis during the initialization by
means of Raman sideband cooling [26, 27]. However, the
system is not cooled to the motional ground state along
the x-axis. This attributes to the current limitation of
10 ms coherence time.
A second limitation comes from the fact that transversely to the red-detuned trap axis the differential lightshift is a function of the position of the atom: along z,
only one potential well exists with its centre on the cavity
axis. Therefore, the atom is confined at the maximum of
intensity, resulting in a known differential light shift. In
contrast, along y (the axis of the blue-detuned standingwave trap) different atoms may occupy different lattice
sites. Each of them is associated to a given differential light shift due to the change of the red-detuned trap
intensity along the y-axis. This spatially varying level
splitting contributes to decoherence when averaged over
many atoms. By using an imaging system we post-select
on the position of the atoms, but we are limited by spatial
drifts of the traps and the imaging system.
Those two mechanisms result in a varying energy difference which is constant during one storage attempt.
Therefore, these can be compensated by using a spin-echo
technique, swapping the populations of the memory basis
states at half-storage-time (Fig. 1c). To drive the
∆mF = 2 transition, we use a Raman pair with a linear polarisation orthogonal to the cavity axis (σ + /σ − polarised light) (Fig. 2c). Again, the relative phase of
the Raman pair has to be precisely controlled.
Figure 4 shows that the combination of storage in the
memory basis with a single spin-echo pulse (Fig. 1c) increases the coherence times to more than 100 ms. As
for the transfer to the memory basis, the spin-echo pulse
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All the discussed limitations of the storage time and
fidelity are not fundamental and can be overcome technologically or by implementing additional experimental ca-

pabilities: for instance, additional Raman sideband cooling in order to reach the motional ground state along the
x-axis. The loss in starting fidelity caused by the optical
Raman transfers can be avoided by using microwave transitions instead. However, the current design of our apparatus does not allow for a sufficiently high Rabi frequency
for a reasonable microwave power. The light shift, as well
as the off-resonant scattering from the dipole traps, can
be reduced by lowering the power and/or increasing the
detuning.
In summary, we have presented a memory for a photonic qubit using a combination of two different atomic
configurations. This leads to an increase in coherence
time by three orders of magnitude compared to prior
work [20] and pushes the current state-of-the-art by two
orders of magnitude. Hence, this neutral atom based
cavity system opens up new possibilities for the implementation of novel quantum communication protocols
including quantum repeaters [2, 29] where memories are
essential ingredients.
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